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Tip – Find attached
Product: MotionView
Product Version

Topic Objective
To find entities connected to Bodies, Joints, and bushings

Topic Details
 
When dealing with 
etc… it is sometimes time expensive process to debug and figure out which joint connects 
which bodies, etc…
 
Use the macro “find connected entities” available in MotionView 11
connected to bodies, joints, bushings.
 
To access the panel, from Menubar

 
Select the body of interest and you will see a list of bodies connec
also information about 
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Find attached entities
MotionView 

Product Version: 11.0 and above 

Topic Objective 
To find entities connected to Bodies, Joints, and bushings

Topic Details 

When dealing with a huge model with lots of bodies (explicit graphics), joints, bushings, springs, 
etc… it is sometimes time expensive process to debug and figure out which joint connects 
which bodies, etc… 

Use the macro “find connected entities” available in MotionView 11
connected to bodies, joints, bushings. 

To access the panel, from Menubar�Macros�

Select the body of interest and you will see a list of bodies connec
also information about the joints connecting the bodies.
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To find entities connected to Bodies, Joints, and bushings 

a huge model with lots of bodies (explicit graphics), joints, bushings, springs, 
etc… it is sometimes time expensive process to debug and figure out which joint connects 

Use the macro “find connected entities” available in MotionView 11.0/12.0 to find entities 

�find connected entities 

Select the body of interest and you will see a list of bodies connected to the body of interest and 
the joints connecting the bodies. 
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a huge model with lots of bodies (explicit graphics), joints, bushings, springs, 
etc… it is sometimes time expensive process to debug and figure out which joint connects 

.0/12.0 to find entities 

 

ted to the body of interest and 


